BABY PICTURES

I AM NOT FAMOUS. I PROBABLY NEVER WILL BE FAMOUS.
AND YET WHEREVER I GO, STRANGERS SMILE AT ME
AFFECTIONATELY, POINT ME OUT AS I PASS BY, STOP
TO ASK QUESTIONS AND LAVISH COMPLIMENTS.

GET USED TO PEOPLE COMING UP TO YOU IN THE GROCERY
STORE FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE,” MY FRIEND DAN
SAID SARDONICALLY WHEN I TOLD HIM I WAS EXPECTING
TWINS. DAN IS A TWIN HIMSELF, BUT HE ALSO IS AN
UNRELIABLE NARRATOR. AS DAN TELLS IT, AFTER HE
WAS DELIVERED THE NURSE SPOKE TO THE DOCTOR, WHO
WAS WASHING HIS HANDS, “I THINK THERE’S ANOTHER
BABY IN THERE!” — WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE DAN’S
YOUNGER BROTHER NICK. IT’S A GOOD STORY, AND IT MAY
ACTUALLY BE TRUE. BUT TO MY SURPRISE DAN WAS
RIGHT ABOUT THE GROCERY STORE, AND EVERY OTHER
KIND OF STORE, AS WELL AS EVERY RESTAURANT,
PARK, AND STREET.

FIRST DISCOVERED MY UNEARNED CELEBRITY
THE DAY I WAS ROLLED OUT
OF THE U OF C HOSPITALS, ON EACH ARM A BABY BOY
IN A MATCHING “GOING-HOME OUTFIT” (SENT BY MY
MOTHER, A FIRST-TIME GRANDMOTHER INTOXICATED WITH
THE IDEA OF TWO GRANDBABIES). THIS MUST BE WHAT IT’S LIKE
TO BE MADONNA, I THOUGHT, AS WE PRESSED
THROUGH THE LUNCHTIME CROWD. SEVERAL
SETS OF TWINS ARE DELIVERED AT THE
HOSPITALS EACH WEEK, A NURSE TOLD ME, BUT YOU
WOULD NEVER HAVE NOTICED IT FROM THE CROWD’S REACTION;
HEADS TURNING, THE REFRAIN “TWINS! LOOK AT THE TWINS!”
AND SEVERAL OFFERS OF “I’LL TAKE ONE!”

Haven’t Dressed Alexander and Benjamin Alike Since, But the
Public Adoration Hasn’t Abated. Some Days I Smile So Much
My Cheeks Ache. On the Very Rare Days When I Venture Out Alone,
I Am Once Again Anonymous and Unseen. It’s a Relief to Know
I’m Not Madonna, But Rather
Her Personal Assistant.

Twins

My Daughter-In-Law is
Pregnant with Twins
Right Now, But It Just
Seems Routine. One of
the Fetuses Is Already Dead.

Two Boys, Too Bad. You Should Have
Had A Boy and a
Girl.
WIN PAIR MEMBERS ARE COMPARED UNMERCIFULLY," HELEN L. KOCH, PHB’81, PhD’82, WROTE IN "TWINS AND TWIN RELATIONS" (UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, 1966), ONE OF THE FIRST PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES OF TWINS AS TWINS, RATHER THAN USING TWINS TO GET AT THE NATURE/NURTURE QUESTION. KOCH, A PROFESSOR OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY AT THE U OF C, FOUND THAT WHEN IDENTICAL TWINS WERE COMPARED, OBSERVERS TENDED TO PICK OUT SIMILARITIES—USUALLY POSITIVE ONES. BUT FOR FRATERNALS, THE EMBARGO WAS ON DIFFERENCES, "WITH OFTEN AN UNEFFERING IMPLICATION FOR ONE OF THE PAIR MEMBERS.

Koch wanted to compare twins to an earlier study of singletons, so she selected subjects who were five to six years old, white (oddly, since twinning is much more common among people of African heritage), the only children in their families, and residents of Chicago or nearby suburbs. She wanted even numbers of girls and boys, identicals and fraternals. To her surprise, male fraternals were all but impossible to find. Possibly, she speculated, because the death rate for male twins was so much higher than for female, so the pool was smaller; possibly because fraternal twins were so tired of being held up to each other and found wanting.

Never compare them, fraternals twin Dan said—advice impossible to follow, since comparison is all but implicit in any description. Alexander, my first-born, has a full head of red/brown hair, eyes, and a heart-rending immense cry—"200-600-100-400, 00-400-00-400"—as if there were no greater tragedy in this world than a dirty diaper. Benatolin, a mix of blond and bald, is the younger twin and seems it: like a kitten he kept his eyes tightly closed for most of his first weeks, as if he were offended by his ejection into the world. Yet he has since become the bon vivant, spreading his toes blissfully as he eats, smiling a goofy grin of contentment afterwards.

Which one do they always think is the girl? My husband Patrick has wondered aloud many times—Alex (because of the hair)? Ben (because he’s slightly smaller)? Or what?—but unlike our countless interrogators, we’re too embarrassed to ask. As an ’80s feminist, I was always vaguely critical of gendered baby clothing, but now I see it’s purpose: a shortcut, an answer that preempts the question. Yellow isn’t enough; fabric printed with cars or baseballs or snakes isn’t enough; baby blue is the only certain signifier, and even then strangers disregard it to speculate,

A BOY AND A GIRL.
Since 1975 the number of twin births in the United States has increased by about 50 percent. Fertility treatment is one reason. Another is simply delayed childbearing: a thirty-something woman is much more likely to conceive fraternal twins naturally than a twenty-something. (For thirty-somethings experiencing their first pregnancy, medical science has a charming term: "elderly primigravida"). The explosion of twins has in turn meant an explosion in twin-advice books, which tend to be both practical and relentlessly upbeat.

Books from just a few decades ago, however, have a much darker edge, and they traffic in weird twin stereotypes that I had never before encountered. Koch perpetuates several in "Twins and Twin Relations": twins have slower speech development than singletons. Girls in opposite-sex twin pairs are more "tomboyish" while boys are more "sissyish." Fraternal twins are more common among the lower social classes, and, in Koch's circumspect phrasing, twins "do not contribute as many of the ablest persons to the population as their numbers would dictate."

Contemporary books, in their obligatory chapters on "twins throughout history," generally omit the gruesome realities that awaited newborn twins in many cultures. The murder of one or both twins was common, I learned from the older books, as was the notion that one twin was good and the other was evil. Apparently the Bantu peoples of Southern Africa shamed the mother, believing twins to be the offspring of two different fathers. Zulu tribes even left the "illegitimate" twin nameless. In some North American Indian tribes, the female twin of opposite-sex pairs was smothered as punishment for suspected intrauterine incest. The catalog of atrocities went on and on. But all the books agreed on one point: in every culture twins were considered special, something important, worthy either of persecution or celebration.

Wonder when the boys will be old enough to understand how unintentionally special they are, even in a world where twins and "supertwins" (as triplets, quadruplets, and other higher-order multiples are sometimes called) have become less and less unusual. For now, Ben and Alex seem entirely ignorant of their own twinness, oblivious to each other's existence, even as limbs tangle in their shared crib. When one twin is screaming mere inches from the other's ear, and yet the non-screaming twin continues to sleep soundly, I'm very grateful.
According to Susan Sontag’s essay “On Photography,” our oppressive sense of the transience of everything is more acute since cameras gave us the means to ‘fix’ the fleeting moment.” Sontag, AB ’51, was writing in 1977, before digital photography exacerbated our desperation. I never really understood this until I had children. I spend almost all day, everyday, with the twins, and though it can be overwhelming and exhausting, it also isn’t enough. I want to bottle the time somehow, dry it, freeze it, press it between the leaves of a heavy book.

The earliest photographs of both my parents, by coincidence, were taken at age three. Then the years evaporate: in my mother’s next photo she is twelve; in my father’s he is sixteen. My generation is more thoroughly, if still erratically, documented: on one album page I am a glassy-eyed, black-and-white newborn, on the next a smiling Kodachrome one-year-old. But today’s babies are tracked as obsessively as a science experiment: in three months I have snapped more photos of the twins than were taken of my entire childhood.

A photograph, according to Sontag, supplies “surrogate possession of a cherished person or thing”; and so we package up the boys for their grandparents, who live thousands of miles away in either direction. They will never see the babies we send photos of: by the time they visit, or are visited, those babies will not exist, replaced with increasingly larger, rounder, more sophisticated replicas.

The day I discovered their first piece of outgrown clothing—a sack-like nightgown that once had enclosed Ben perfectly—I cried. My summer babies are no longer scrawny, droopy-skinned newborns with three moods (furiously, satiated, and asleep). Now they are jowly and jolly, and taking pictures of them requires two people: one to coax a cute expression, the other to press the shutter. Alex was the first to smile. But Ben’s smile was the first to be photographed.